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called life of Viigil, recounting the marvels he did " by witchcraft
and necromancy through the help of the devils of hell," was printed
at Antwerp (1518), and theie was another edition by Copland half-a-
century later. From a Dutch source seems also to have come the
first of several versions of the tale of Fortunatus, who is rescued from
abject poverty and given an inexhaustible purse, and by the aid
of a miraculous hat is enabled to transport himself whithersoever
he wills. This very popular wonder-tale was dished up in one of
Dekker's plays.1 Both the German Faust-books were translated,
and there were numerous editions, besides abridgements. The
Historle of the Damnable Life, and Detained Death of Doctor John
Faustus was printed in 1592, five years after the German original
and three after Marlowe's play. The Second Report of Doctor John
Fausius, containing h!s Appearances, and the Deedes of Wagner',
followed in 1594. Of that good old story-book, The Seven Wise
Masters, more than a score of reprints or new editions saw the
light during the Tudor epoch.2
What was the result of all this busy translating on the history of What was
the novel ?   In considering that question, these levies on foreign *&* effec*
popular fiction may as well be left out of account.   They went to ^    ,
„  i        i	r	it	i         ii«.  trans/a-
swell the volume or vernacular literature and supplied some mci- f-lons on t^e
dents and comic turns to Deloney and othei retailers of homely English
fiction.  They flattered the vulgar palate and kept readers amused novel?
and ready for something moie. They are, indeed, interesting chiefly
as showing what the public liked, then and long afterwards.  The
jest-book was not so much superseded as absorbed by the novel.
This particular comic element has never lost its value as an in-
gredient in fiction of a higher order. The hoaxes, quips, blunders
and drolleries that shook the sides of those who read the jest-books
are still in demand.  Such tales as those of Mr W. W. Jacobs are
only a more craftsmanlike edition of the immemorial merry tales.
It is certainly hard to trace any profound  effect upon  the
1	Influenced by the numerous translations from the Spanish, there appeared
a thoroughly picaresque version (1676) entitled The Right^ Pleasant, and Variable
Tragical Htitory of Fortunatus.    whereby a  Toung-man  may learn  Jiow to behave
htmself tn all Worldly Affam and Casual Chance^ relating the adventures of a youth
whose fellow-servants plot against him out of spite at his master's favouritism
He falls into low company, loses all he has, and baiely escapes hanging.    The
magical business of the inexhaustible puise and the wishmg-cap follows
2	See Volume I., p. 287, and for other jest-books, 292-293

